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Part-I 

1. Answer the following 1x8 
a) When is an electric line of force straight ? 

b) The total charge on a body is always. 
c) The magnetic field intensity is maximum, when 

the observation points lies at the centre of current 

(True/False) carrying circular coil. 

d) What is the S.I unit of vector potential ? 

c) What is the value of susceptibility of a e) 
diamagnetic substance. 

Do you agree that the inductance can also be 

referred as electrical inertia. 

Write the resonant ferquency of LOR series 

circuit. 

h) The current in the idicator at steady state is 
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Part-II 

14x8 2. Answer any eight of the following 

a) Calculate the number of electric lines of 

force originating froma charge of 10C. Given 

E8.854x 10-12CN m2 
b) What is an equipotential surface, can two 

equipotential surfaces intersects. 

Write the differential equation of Electric field c) 
and electric potential. 

Write the basic difference between electro static 

field and magnetic field. 

d) 

e) What is the physical significance of electrical e) 
damping ratio ? 

f) When fan is switched off a spark is produced in 

the switch, why? 

g) State Lez's law. 

h) The equation of AC is gives by 

I = 30sin(300T t +¢). Find the frequency of 

current. 

i) Why a Parallel LCR a.c circuit at resonance is i) 
known as rejector circuit. 

State Thenvenin's Theorem. 
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Part-IlI 

2x8 3 Answer any eight of the following: 3. 

State Gauss's law in dielectric and write its a) 
differential form. 

b) State Uniqueness theorem. 

c) Write an expression for torque on a dipole. 
State and derive Ampere's circuital law. d) 

e) Given that B =VxA and V.A = 0. Prove that 

V2A-
e) 

A 8uc charge moving around a circle with a 

frequency of 6.25x 1012 Hz produce a magnetic 
field of 6.28 Tesla at centre of the circle of radius 
'R'. What is the value of R. 

g Difference between polar and non polar dielectric. 

h) State the relation between B, H and M. 

i) State Faraday's Law and write its differential i) 
form. 

Difference between Series resonant and Parallel 

resonant circuit. 
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Part-IV 

4. a) Derive an expression for electric field at a point 
outside and inside of uniformly charged 
spherical shell. 6 

OR 

b) Deduce Poisson's and Laplace's equations from 
differentail form of Gauss law of electrostatics. 

5. a) State Biot Savart's law. Derive the magnetic field 
due to an infinitely long wire carrying current 
using Biot Savart's law. 6 

OR 
b) What is a balastic galvanometer. Explain 

construction and theory of it. 
b) 

6. a) Describe the formation and significance of the 
hysteresis loop. 6 

OR 
b) Derive Maxwell's First and Third equation of 

electromagnetic waves. What are the basic laws 
in physics that these equation. 

7. a) Explain sharpness of resonance and quality 
factor in LCR series resonant circuit 6 

OR 

b) Explain the growth of current in a circuit 
Containing resistance and inductor. 
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Part-I 

1x8 1. Answer the following: 

a) Unit of power of a lens is -

The Ramsden's eyepices consists of two plano-
b) 

convex lens of focal length 'f' (True/False) 

What does a travelling wave carry along? c) 

d) Write the relation between group velocity and 

phase velocity. 

What type of the central fringe in Fresnel 
e) 

biprism? 

What are the main advantage of Fabry Perot 

interferometer over Michelson's interometer ? 

g) The intensity of principal maximum in the 

spectrum of grating having N Slits is 

proportional to 
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h) Area of second half period zone (S,) and that of 

the first half period zone (S,). Write the relation 

between S, and S,. 

h) 

Part-II 

1%*8 2. Answer any eight of the following: 

a) What is the difference between Geometrical and 

Physical optics? 
b) Define Cardinal point of an optical system. b) 
c) Write the velocity of electromagnetic waves in c) 

vaccumn. 

Write the differential equation of simple d) 
harmonic oscillator. 

Explain why wave velocity is also called phase e) 
velocity. 

Difference between longitudinal and Transverse 
wave. 

g) State Stoke's law is term of phase change on 

reflection. 

h) What are interference filters? 
i) Find the radius of the first half period zone of a 

zone plate that behave like a convex lens of focal 
length 8Ocm. 

) 

Given = 5000A". 

)What is a plane diffraction grating ? 



Part-ll 

3 Auswer any eight of the following 28 
a) Define temporal and spatial coherence. 

What is an eyepiece ? b) 

c) What is the difference between Huygen's c) 

Eyepiece and Ramsden's eyepiece ? 

d) What do you mean by intensity of a wave ? 

e) A travelling wave has rating of 440Hz at e) 
360m/s. How far will two position be from each 
other of phase difference =T radian. 

Define ripple and gravity wave. 

g) State and explain Huygen's principle. 
h) The mirrors in a Fabry-Perot interferometer have 

a reflection co-efficient of 0.89. Derive the co-

efficient of finesses. 

i) What do you mean by Fresnel's integral. 
j) What is a zone plate ? How it is constructed. 

Part-IV 

4. a) Discuss the construction and theory of Huygen's 
6 eyepiece. 

OR 
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b) Derive laws of refraction using Huygen's 

principle. 

5. a) Show that in case of a spherical wave, amplitude 
is inversely proportional to the distance from 

the centre. 6 

OR 

b) Obtain Lissajous figure for superposition oftwo b) 
orthogonal simple harmonic vibrations with 

same frequency. 

6. a) With necessary theory, describe the formation 

of Newton's ring in reflected light, determine 

the measurement of wavelength. 6 

OR 

b) Explain Principle, Theory and working of Fabry-b) 
Perot interferometer. 

7. a) Discuss the Pattern obtained in Fraunfer 

diffraction for a circular aperture. 6 

OR 

Show that the radi of half period zone ofa zone b) 
plate are proportional to the square root of 

natural numbers. 
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